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NEW QUESTION: 2
If a project sponsor wants to know the current status and
progress of a project, which of the following is the BEST
approach to find this information?
A. The project sponsor should obtain the current status from
team members, put it into a presentation, and present it to the
project manager for review.
B. The scheduler should obtain the current status from team
members, update the risk register, and provide the information
to the project champion for review.
C. The scheduler should obtain the current status from team
members, update the project charter, project management plan,
dashboard, and SOW, and then create a status report to provide
to the project manager.
D. The scheduler should obtain the current status from team
members, apply it to the baseline of the schedule, and run a
report.
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 3
DRAG DROP
You are developing an ASP.NET MVC application in Visual Studio.
The application contains an area that is defined as shown in
the following graphic.
The ActionLink method must invoke the GetOrders() action in
ExternalOrderController.
You need to configure the parameters of the ActionLink method.
You have the following markup.
Which markup segments should you include in Target 1, Target 2
and Target 3 to complete the markup? To answer, drag the
appropriate markup segment to the correct targets. Each markup
segment may be used once, more than once, or not at all. You
may need to drag the split bar between panes or scroll to view
content.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation
Target 1: "GetOrders",
Target 2: "ExternalOrderController",

Target 3: External,
Target 1: the action is getOrders
Target 2: the controller is ExternalOrderController
Target 3: The area is External
LinkExtensions.ActionLink Method (HtmlHelper, String, String,
String, RouteValueDictionary, IDictionary&lt;String,
Object&gt;) Use:
Html.ActionLink("Text", "ActionName", "ControllerName", new {
Area = "AreaName" }, null) References:
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